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Abstract
We report results from a pilot study on mood-based classification of TV
programmes. Short video clips from various programmes were labelled on three
mood axes, giving the subjects opinion of how happy, serious and exciting each
clip was. This data was used for mood classification based on automatically
extracted audio and video features in a machine learning framework. Attention
was given to the challenges of dealing with a small dataset as commonly
obtained from pilot studies, showing that a thorough evaluation was possible and
produced useful results. Introducing a new feature based on face detection and
combining it with other signal processing features led to good classification
accuracies. These lay between 85% and 100% for the most simple setting, and
still reached more than 70% accuracy when a finer three point mood scale was
used. Overall, the results were promising and showed that automatic mood
classification of video material is possible. Moods can therefore be used as
additional metadata to facilitate search in large archives.
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Introduction

Many professional media organisations, such as broadcasters, own extremely large multimedia
archives. Making these archives searchable is a daunting task, as often only limited metadata
exists. In the case of the BBC television archives, manually generated genre information for most
programmes exists and is of course very valuable. However, even selecting a specific genre still
gives too many results for comfortable searching and exploring by non-professional users. To open
up the BBC archives to the general public as is currently planned, additional metadata is required.
In this paper we explore the possibility of using mood as additional information, which can then be
used for searching and browsing. Moods can also be linked to personal preferences and are
therefore useful for recommendations.
For large archives, mood metadata needs to be computed automatically, as manual categorization
is far too expensive. We compute low level audio and video features based on signal processing,
and map them to high level semantic mood categories using machine learning techniques. We
deal with restrictions imposed by a limited amount of human subject data from our pilot study and
show meaningful results.
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Literature Review

A number of published papers exist that are concerned with the problem of video classification.
Most of these try to automatically infer the genre, with only a very small number attempting mood
based classification. For genre, both audio and video features have been shown to be useful. Most
commonly used as audio features are zero-crossing rate, sound energy, bandwidth, spectral
centroid and Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). For video features colour, motion and
shot-based features such as average shot length are most common. Due to the lack of a common
data set, it is nearly impossible to say which features or machine learning approaches give best
results. Nearly all publications use different videos and different classes, varying both in the
definition and the number of classes. For an overview of existing approaches to video genre
classification see [1].
One of the few publications dealing with mood-based classification of video is [5]. The authors
were working with a psychological model based on arousal, valence and control (AVC-scale), but
came to the conclusion that the control dimension is of limited relevance for video and excluded it.
The arousal dimension is closely related to the feeling of energy, ranging from calm to excited.
Valence describes the affective evaluation, ranging from pleasant and positive to unpleasant and
negative. These two dimensions are modelled independently and with different feature sets, using
motion, shot length and sound energy for arousal, while valence was based solely on estimated
pitch during speech segments. They did not attempt to classify videos into distinct classes, but
rather mapped them on continuous scales, varying over time as the video changed. While they
indicated promising results on a single, specially selected movie, no formal or larger scale
evaluation was carried out.
In a similar setting, [6] worked on detecting three different emotions (fear, sadness, joy) in movie
scenes, using video features based on colour, motion and shot cut rate. For the classification a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was used, which could also learn the transition likelihoods between
different mood states. Classification accuracy for the best configuration was promising with
numbers reaching 80%, but only three movies were included in the test set.
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Another paper by [12] was also concerned with emotion detection in movies, mainly utilizing colour
information. They used 16 mood terms, a much larger selection than previous studies, and 15
movies of different genres. Reported accuracy was also around 80%, but the use of and results for
individual mood terms remained somewhat unclear.
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Data Collection

The published results for mood based classification of video material are limited, and no common
dataset exists. Most work concentrated on movies. The BBC archives however contain material
from very different genres, ranging from soaps and drama to news and documentaries, so a
purpose made data collection was necessary. However, conducting a large scale user trial is
expensive, and we first wanted to establish that our approach had the potential to lead to useful
results.
The ground truth used in this paper is based on a small user study, which investigated programme
mood perception and categorization. Participants assigned mood scores to a limited number of TV
programmes they were engaged with, these served as ground truth for the classification results in
this paper. Of the nine participants, four were female, five were male, ranging in age from 25 to 60
years.
Mood ratings were assigned on a sematic differential scale based on the Evaluation, Potency and
Activity (EPA) structure developed by [9]. In a study on a large collection of semantic differentials,
Osgood found three reoccurring dimensions that constitute most affective meaning. The three
elements together create a semantic space in which similar stimuli can be compared. In the EPA
framework, E for evaluation accounts for about 50% of all affective meaning, it is related to how
positive we assess something to be. E includes differentials such as happy-sad or light-dark. P for
potency is related to powerfulness which includes differentials such as serious-funny, masculinefeminine and A denotes activity, for example exciting-relaxing or dramatic-calm.
These
differentials were the scales used in the pilot study.
The EPA scale is very similar to the AVC scale used in some literature [5], our choice to use EPA
is that it has been tested and is applicable cross culturally. Participants were required to watch a
three minute exert from a TV programme and rate the clips moods on the related EPA differential
scales. These scales were five point Likert scales [7] spanning the space between the opposing
adjectives. Participants were then asked to expand and give reasoning for their evaluation.
Ideally, the first step would look at user agreement, to find out if the mood classification was based
on some commonly agreed ‘truth’, or if it was mainly influenced by participants individual
differences and therefore carries high variance. In the trial, one programme was assessed by more
than one participant (from the UK TV series Eastenders). Agreement in mood evaluation for this
programme was high; all five ratings were skewed towards happy/light on the evaluation scale, and
all but one rating skewed toward exciting/dramatic on the activity scale. For the potency scale, all
but one participant rated 3, expressing either a neutral or combined assessment on the scale. This
finding may be down to investigator effects from the masculine/feminine scale. Anecdotal feedback
from the participants revealed that they weren’t comfortable expressing an opinion with these
adjectives. The original research for the EPA scale was published in the late 1950’s, and society
has undeniably changed since then, especially with respect to gender issues. While a more
detailed analysis of this issue might be interesting, it is outside the scope of this paper. Even
though we couldn’t reliably estimate user agreement from one programme only, we assumed that if
we could successfully build a user independent classifier, there must be some underlying
agreement that the classifier was able to learn.
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Classification Set-up

For the purpose of automatic classification, to maximize our use of the limited data, we opted for a
leave-one-out cross validation strategy, training on all but one example, which was then used for
testing. This was repeated until all video clips have been the test example once. The same
classifier parameters were used for all test examples to ensure the classifier is able to generalize.
The average results of a full round of cross validation are reported.
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We have three axes, Evaluation (E), Potency (P), and Activity (A), each with a five point scale, in
theory this means we have 15 classes. Ideally, we would make use of the ordinal (rank-ordered)
nature of the data, where both a rating of four and one of five are skewed toward happy/light on the
evaluation axis, but five is expressing a stronger opinion. However, due to the limited amount of
data obtained in the pilot study, we decided for a simpler set-up where each class was treated
independently, even if this meant we might not make use of all available information. We assume
that the absolute minimum of examples for a usable class is three. If we’d have only one example
for training, it would be extremely difficult for any algorithm to generalise. To obtain realistic
variation in the data, we required at least two examples for training, and one more for testing.
As a result of the selection, we had sufficient examples for classes 3, 4, and 5 on the evaluation
axis; 2, 3, and 4 on the potency axis; and 3 and 4 on the activity axis. For both the evaluation and
potency axis there were 17 usable examples (out of 18 originally labelled by participants), and 13
for activity. For a distribution of the individual video clips in the EPA space see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of TV Programme Clips in EPA space
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Features and Classifier

Features from both the audio and video were extracted using signal processing. These features
were then used to train a classifier, mapping them to the higher-level mood. Only features from the
three minute clips were used, corresponding to the same video material that was watched and
rated by the participants.
For the audio we used standard features, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), a
spectral representation with a frequency resolution similar to human hearing. The first coefficient,
commonly called C0, codes the overall energy at that point in time. We also used MFCC deltas,
coding the short term change or variability. For details and software used see [3]. Parameters in
this study were: The first 20 MFCCs or C0 on its own, based on a frame length of 0.025 seconds
with no overlap between frames, a frequency range from 50Hz to 8000Hz and a delta range of ±10
frames.
Our video features were based on the presence of faces, average luminance, motion and cut
frequency. While colour has been used [12], we decided against it, because part of the archive is
very old and therefore in black and white only. The extraction of all video features except the facebased ones were from down sampled tiny video images [11]. A tiny video image is a 32 by 32 pixel
grey scaled version of a standard definition resolution coloured frame. Each video frame image is
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resized to 32 by 32 pixels and converted to grey scale from a weighted sum of the R, G and B
components.
Grey scale = (0.2989 * R) + (0.5870 * G) + (0.1140 * B)
The summation luminance value LUM for frame k is the pixel summation of the tiny grey image.
LUM=∑∑fk(pixel)
The cuts feature value indicates a straight cut between adjacent frames. It is produced from the
threshold product of the mean absolute difference [4] multiplied by one minus the phase correlation
[10] where the phase correlation is the difference between the current tiny grey image fk and
previous tiny grey image fk-1.
The mean absolute difference (MAD) follows, where S1 is scaling:
MAD = S1∑∑|fk-fk-1|
The phase correlation (PHC) follows, where Fk is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of fk and
F*k is the complex conjugate of the DFT of fk:

⎛ F F*
PHC = maximum of DFT -1 ⎜ k k*−1
⎜F F
⎝ k k −1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

The cuts feature value (CFV) is:
CFV = (MAD*(1-PHC)) > threshold
The amount of motion between two frames was taken as the difference between non adjacent tiny
grey images. It was calculated from the difference between tiny grey images fk separated by 10
frames (0.4 seconds) to give a smooth motion. The motion feature was produced from the mean
absolute difference between the current frame's grey image fk and the tenth previous frame's grey
image fk-10 minus any cuts CFV. Deducting cuts blanked the motion feature for 10 frames.
The motion feature value (MFV) follows, where S2 is scaling:
MFV = S2∑∑ |fk-fk-10| - CFVk
A measure of the number of continuous, long duration full frontal faces was also used. Firstly, the
OpenCV face detector [8] was used to extract faces. Then for each frame, the presence or
absence of a face was recorded and the cumulative sum of detected faces was calculated on a
frame by frame basis and reset to zero whenever no face was detected. The face feature value
was the cumulative sum of faces scaled by the face diameter. The motivation for this feature was
based on personal observation. We noticed that faces present for a continuous time, for example a
person speaking directly to the camera, coincided with more serious programmes.
Audio and video features were computed at different frame rates. Where necessary, alignment was
performed by locally averaging the audio features to match the lower frame rate of the video.
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were chosen as classifiers, using the implementation of libSVM
[2]. Only radial basis function (RBF) kernels were used, with the two main parameters (C,
controlling the punishment of misclassification of individual examples during training, and gamma,
the kernel spread influencing generalization abilities) optimized in a full grid search separately for
each feature combination. The same parameters were used for all files within one run of leaveone-out cross-validation. In case of more than 2 classes, we used the libSVM inbuilt extension to
multi-class problems based on multiple binary classifiers.
Final classification was either based on individual frames, or on a per file average of all features. In
the latter case, we used both mean and standard deviation of each feature type. Frame-based
classification is computationally more expensive, but has the advantage of tracking changes in
mood over time within a video programme.
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Classification Results

During testing we obtained a classification result either for each file, or for each frame of a file. We
only had one label for the entire file and no time-varying or frame specific labels, so we assumed
that the label is valid for all individual frames. In cases where we obtained frame-based
classification results but wanted to average them, we selected the most frequent class for each file.
Other heuristics, including some that give different weight or confidence to different frames, would
be possible but were not evaluated.
To interpret any error measure a baseline was needed. In the simplest case we have a two class
problem, where each test item is either class A or class B. Random guessing would result in a 50%
success rate. This is certainly justified if the two classes are evenly distributed, which in many realworld problems is not the case. If the relative class distribution is 80% to 20%, a baseline on
always assuming the most frequent class is classifying 80% of cases correct. A machine learning
based algorithm is only useful when it is better than the baseline. Any reported error measure is
therefore only informative in combination with an appropriate baseline, or at least information about
the relative distribution of classes. In the following, a baseline measure was based on always
selecting the most frequent class.
6.1 Feature Selection
The first question to answer was which features were useful for classification. In theory, if we had
sufficient training examples, the classifier should learn that automatically. As we had a very limited
number of examples, it was likely that features without useful information would just add noise and
degrade the classification results. We were testing both audio and video features, assuming they
contain complementary information which together would improve classification.
For a basic analysis of the features, we started with the simplest set-up, using averaged features
values for each file, and only two classes on each axis, being as different as possible given the
available data.
For the evaluation axis, we used classes 3 against 5 (neutral/combined against strongly skewed
towards happy/light); for potency we used 2 against 4 (skewed towards funny/feminine against
skewed towards serious/masculine); and for activity 3 against 4 (neutral/combined against skewed
towards dramatic/exciting).
Figure 2 shows the number of correctly classified videos given different feature combinations. It
also shows the baseline obtained when always choosing the most frequent class. For the activity
scale, a 70% baseline is quite high due to the uneven distribution of labels. Using for example cuts
or luminance as sole features also gave 70% correct classification, but as this was exactly the
baseline result, these features did not appear to be useful.
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Figure 2. Classification Results for individual Features,
2 classes per mood axis, features averaged per file
It can be clearly seen that the classification of evaluation, potency and activity required different
features. For evaluation, the single best feature was the face-based one, with luminance in second
place. The audio-based MFCCs are at baseline. Adding MFCCs to the video features actually
degraded the results to baseline performance, probably because the higher number of MFCCs
overshadowed the useful information in the 4 video features. For potency there seems no clear
advantage of specific features, and a combination of all video features, potentially joined by
MFCCs, seemed most promising. The activity axis seemed to be best modelled by the motion
feature. C0, being related to loudness also gave good results, with the face-based feature the only
other feature performing above baseline. For the remaining experiments, two promising feature
combinations were chosen for each axis, see Table 1.
Combination 1

Combination 2

Evaluation

faces +
luminance

faces +
luminance + C0

Potency

all video features

all video features
+ MFCCs

Activity

motion + C0

motion + faces +
C0

Table 1. Feature Selection

6.2 Three Classes per Mood
In addition to the feature selection, we also expanded the number of classes used for each mood
axis, resulting in three classes for evaluation and potency, and two for activity, based on the
selection criteria described in Section 4. Results are shown in Figure 3, again using features
averaged per video clip. Classification accuracy for evaluation is 76%, nearly twice as good as the
baseline of picking the most frequent class. Adding audio was not useful. For potency the results
are only around 10% above baseline when using all video features, again adding audio degraded
accuracy. Activity has only two usable classes, and results are very good with 92% or 100%
accuracy above a baseline of 69%.
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Figure 3. Classification results for selected features,
max. 3 classes per mood axis, features averaged per file
6.3 Frame-based Classification
For the next experiment we changed to frame-based classification. We had human labels for entire
files, and didn’t know if or how much perception might have changed during the three minute clips,
but wanted to test if frame-based classification is possible. To compute the final accuracy, we
either counted the number of correctly classified individual frames, or computed a result for each
video file first, and then averaged these. For the latter, we took the most frequent class from the
frame-based classification to be the overall classification results for a file (called ‘file’ below).
Results for both evaluations are shown in Figure 4, using two classes per mood axis. Accuracy for
the evaluation scale was still quite high when results were averaged for each file, but relatively low
in terms of individual frames correctly classified. Adding audio information in the form of C0
improved the file averaged version only, indicating that it only led to a more favourable distribution
of correctly classified frames, without improving overall reliablity. For potency, adding MFCCs
degraded results, similar to the previous condition were feature averages where used. The
strongest drop in performance occoured for the activity scale. This might be caused because it is
much harder to cover the variance of a feature if each frame is classified individually, but this would
need further investigation.
As a last step, we used frame-based classification and the available three classes for the
evaluation and the potency axis. For the evaluation axis, best results were obtained when using
faces, luminance and C0 as features. When classification results were averaged for each file, 53%
were correctly classified, against a baseline result of 41%. For potency, results were at baseline
only. This was not totally unexpected, as results for the averaged features were also low. It was
probably caused by the problems with the chosen adjective pair masculine-feminine, and the
resulting neutral rates from the subjects.
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Figure 4. Classification Results for individual Features,
2 classes per mood axis, frame-based
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Conclusions and Future Work

Overall, classification results were very encouraging, and the new feature based on the continuous
presence of a face also proved to be useful for specific moods. Classification based on features
averaged over a three minute clip gave accuracies between 85% and 100% when using two
classes per mood axis, and between 70% and 76% when a finer scale with three classes per mood
axis was used.
Using a cross validation scheme that maximises the use of available data and looking at the data
from multiple perspectives was a useful approach to gain confidence in results obtained from a
relatively small dataset. The high accuracy for the evaluation and the activity mood axes also
indicated that there was some agreement between participants; if it was an entire subjective
impression the classifier could not have learnt the labels assigned by different participants. The
potency mood axis seems less useful, at least with the adjectives used in this study. This had
already been indicated by the feedback from the participants, and could again be seen in the low
classification results.
While there remains plenty of work to be done, and we are currently carrying out a large scale data
collection, the pilot study was very useful. It confirmed our decision for an investment in a large
study, and helped to build a working prototype needed for further user studies.
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